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LONG DAYS LONG NIGHTS - Mest

I have seen this tab done three or four time all basicaly right except for
a few small details that i felt must be corrected . E-mail me at 
NoFxPuNkBoY8286@hotmail.com with questions or comments.

verse 1: (let each chord ring)
B	   F#		    E	
If I could be  anything at all  
	         G#        F#		 B
I d be an angel spread my wings and fly away
			   F#                          E
but I m stuck here on the ground    so i ll see you around
 	         G#          F#	   E (Strum the last E)
you ll hear me piss and moan and complain

verse 1: Strum the chords
B	   F#		   E	
If I could be    anything at all  
	      G#	   F#		 B
I d be an angel spread my wings and fly away
			   F#                              E
but I m stuck here on the ground    so i ll see you around
 	         G#          F#	   E (strum the last E)
you ll hear me piss and moan and complain 

CHORUS:
G#         
I could have guessed the day would come 
F#
that you would consider me scum
E		     F# 
The day is here  --  all the signs were there
G#
I always prayed that you would stay
F#
but instead you walked away
E		        F#
the feelings gone  --  the pain dwells on

Verse 2: 
 B	         F#
Long days long nights



                          E
the feeling is just not right
                 G#      F#        B        
I picked up a pad & I startd to write....
           F#             E                    G#     F#    E          
Thinking about our last fight.....  It was a cold & rainy night

Chorus:
G#         
I could have guessed the day would come 
F#
that you would consider me scum
E		     F#  
The day is here  --  all the signs were there
G#
I always prayed that you would stay
F#
but instead you walked away
E		        F#
the feelings gone  --  the pain dwells on
    B      E                     B   E     F# (Let Ring)
...and on and on the pain dwells on and on

During the Silent Part: Strum Chords

G# F# E

Chorus:
G#         
I could have guessed the day would come 
F#
that you would consider me scum
E		     F# 
The day is here  --  all the signs were there
G#
I always prayed that you would stay
F#
but instead you walked away
E		        F#
the feelings gone  --  the pain dwells on
    B      E                     B   E     F# (Let Ring)
...and on and on the pain dwells on and on


